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Abstract—There is an urgent need to organize and manage im-

ages of people automatically due to the recent explosion of such

data on the Web in general and in social media in particular. Be-

yond face detection and face recognition, which have been exten-

sively studied over the past decade, perhaps themost interesting as-

pect related to human-centered images is the relationship of people

in the image. In this work, we focus on a novel solution to the latter

problem, in particular the kin relationships. To this end, we con-

structed two databases: the first one named UB KinFace Ver2.0,

which consists of images of children, their young parents and old

parents, and the second one named FamilyFace. Next, we develop

a transfer subspace learning based algorithm in order to reduce

the significant differences in the appearance distributions between

children and old parents facial images. Moreover, by exploring

the semantic relevance of the associated metadata, we propose an

algorithm to predict the most likely kin relationships embedded

in an image. In addition, human subjects are used in a baseline

study on both databases. Experimental results have shown that the

proposed algorithms can effectively annotate the kin relationships

among people in an image and semantic context can further im-

prove the accuracy.

Index Terms—Context, face recognition, kinship verification, se-

mantics.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of technology in modern multi-

media society, image acquisition and storage by digital

devices have never been easier than today. Storage unit like GB

or TB is not qualified already in storing images from the In-

ternet. For example, as the most popular social network web-

site around the world, Facebook has already hosted over 20 bil-

lion images, with more than 2.5 billion new photos being added

each month [1]. However, how to successfully and automati-

cally manage the substantial images captured by people is a real

challenge since it pushes the computer to its limit of image un-

derstanding—it requires both large-scale data analysis and high

accuracy. In most cases, people are the focus of images taken by

consumers and managing or organizing them essentially raises

two problems: 1) who these people are and 2) what their rela-

tionships are.
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In the first problem, identities are what we are most con-

cerned with and intuitively faces are critical clues. Face recog-

nition is therefore an important approach toward this problem.

Basically, face recognition can be further categorized into two

classes according to whether the contextual information is used.

Face recognition without context information, namely, pairwise

face recognition, has been extensively studied during the past

decade by exploration of following techniques: face detection

and alignment [2], [3], subspace learning [4]–[10], invariant

feature extraction [11]–[13], metric learning method [14], at-

tributes based classifier [15] and face synthesis and hallucina-

tion [16], [17]. Nevertheless, it is still an ongoing problem due

to several practical factors, e.g., illumination, pose, expression

and aging. The performance of the face recognition algorithm

is dramatically degraded when a large-scale database is consid-

ered [18]. On the other hand, in practice, faces no longer appear

alone due to the rapid development of multimedia. What often

accompany faces are text, video and many other metadata. Re-

cently, research attention is shifting to contextual information

involved in the people-centric images, including locations, cap-

ture time of images and patterns of cooccurrence and reoccur-

rence in images [19], social norm and conventional positioning

observed [20], [21], text or other linked information [22], [23],

and clothing [24].

The relationship of people in a photo also deserves the re-

search attention in that social connection has been the essence

of modern society. The possible relationships in consumer im-

ages include “kinship,” “friends,” “colleague,” etc. Statistically,

such relationships are often the main themes of people’s albums

and successfully parsing or tagging them leads to better under-

standing of images. Among them, kinship is believed to be the

most discriminative one since children naturally inherit gene

from their parents. An intuitive way to annotate this relationship

is by identities of individuals the images contain, and in theory,

this can be achieved using automatic face recognition—the first

problem aforementioned. However, it is also possible that the

relationship is still uncertain even if identities are known. There-

fore, direct kinship verification is worth investigating. The pi-

oneer work in [25] and [26] attempted to discriminate kinship

based on selected inheritance—invariant features. When kin re-

lationship, gender and age are known, a family tree can be auto-

matically created given an family image like Fig. 1. Moreover,

kinship verification can be applied to both general computer vi-

sion problems, such as image retrieval or annotation, and some

specific application scenarios, such as finding missing children.

In this paper, as an extension of our previous work [27], [28],

we attempt to tackle the kinship discrimination problem based

on faces as well as the semantics embedded in contexts. This

is reasonable because both appearance and semantics are valu-

able for relationship inference. Recent research [29]–[31] dis-

covers that facial appearance is a cue for genetic similarity as

children resemble their parents more than other adults of the
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Fig. 1. A family tree (bottom) can be extracted from a family photo (top) if kin
relationships among people in the photo are known. The double horizontal line
shown in the figure represents the couple relationship.

same gender, and that there is differential resemblance between

two parents, depending on the age and gender of the child. Anal-

ogously, a critical observation is that faces of parents captured

while they were young closely resemble their children’s com-

pared with images captured when they are old, as Fig. 2 illus-

trated. This promising statistics inspires us to perform the fol-

lowing research. First, the UB KinFace1 Ver2.0 database [28]

is set up by collecting child, young–parent and old–parent face

images from the Web. Through this database, aforementioned

hypothesis based on genetics theory is preliminarily proved.

Second, a transfer subspace learning based method is proposed,

aiming at reducing the large divergences of distributions be-

tween children and old parents. The key idea is to utilize some

intermediate data set close to both the source and target distribu-

tions and naturally the young–parent set is suitable for this task.

Third, to exploit the value of contextual information and seman-

tics in kinship, a database called FamilyFace is built and its im-

ages are drawn from social network websites, such as Facebook

and Flickr. Then we propose a strategy to infer the most possible

kin relationships embedded in the images. In addition, to con-

duct both objective and subjective evaluations, a human based

test is introduced as a baseline and a more systematic compar-

ison is performed as well. The difference between this paper and

our previous works [25], [26] lie in the following: 1) we utilize

young parents set as an intermediate set to reduce the divergence

between data distributions and 2) we consider the context and

1UB KinFace Ver2.0 (for noncommercial purpose) now is available at: http://
www.cse.buffalo.edu/~yunfu/research/Kinface/Kinface.htm

Fig. 2. Faces of parents captured while they were young (top of the blue tri-
angle in online version) are more alike their children’s (lower right corner of the
blue triangle in online version) compared with images captured when they are
old (lower left corner of the blue triangle in online version). By leveraging the
intermediate set, parent–child verification problem becomes more tractable.

semantics in family photos and treat the kinship verification as a

joint tagging problem, mining more knowledge than mere pair-

wise verification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Several related

works are reviewed in Section II. In Section III, we present the

transfer subspace learning method for kinship verification. Both

contextual and semantic information are utilized to further en-

hance the accuracy. Experimental evaluations are described in

Section IV. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The first attempt of kinship verification was published in [25]

and [26]. To utilize local information, they first localized key

parts of faces, so that facial features, such as skin color, gray

value, histogram of gradient, and facial structure information,

are extracted. Then K-nearest-neighbor (KNN) with Euclidean

metric was adopted to classify faces. Such simple strategyworks

reasonably well for online collected data. Different from the

verification problem of the same person, kinship verification

may not expect each feature pair is exactly the same, because

genetic variations often exist from parents to children. More-

over, similarities or features on faces between kins are mostly

located at eyes, nose, mouth, etc., according to genetics studies.

We therefore extract these local features inherited from parents

rather than holistic ones. Though considering this intuitive in-

formation, the kinship verification is still challenging due to re-

markable differences between the query and gallery images. The

most significant degrading factor, in terms of face recognition,

is aging. Parent images used in kinship verification often con-

tain the elders, but queries are usually young males or females.

Texture distributions of these faces are quite different due to

the aging effect, let alone the structure variations on faces from

different identities. Meanwhile, other uncontrollable factors are

evident in the real-world, as described in [18]. These factors to-

gether lead to a complex new problem in biometrics.

Moreover, recently a more significant problem draws consid-

erable attentions that common assumption of training and test

data from the same feature space and distribution is not always

fully valid. This is a natural situation for any new classification

problems. Manual labeling work is time-consuming and people

want to reuse the knowledge that has already been extensively

studied. In such a case, knowledge transfer or transfer learning

is highly desirable. In [32], several practical instances have
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been introduced to illustrate the role of transfer learning,

e.g., web-document classification, WiFi data remodeling and

sentiment classification based on customer reviews. The basic

problem is how to reuse the knowledge learned from other

data or feature spaces. Specifically, transfer learning as we

mentioned here can be further categorized into two classes,

inductive transfer learning [33]–[38] and transductive transfer

learning [39]–[41]. For the former one, the domains in which

two sets of data embedded are either the same or different,

but learning targets are always different. Meanwhile, the latter

one can tolerate different distributions between data sets, but

learning targets are quite identical. In this paper, for our kinship

verification problem, three distributions exist, i.e., children,

young parents and old parents. Different from [25] and [26], we

introduce young–parent data set as an intermediate distribution

to facilitate transfer learning and clearly our approach falls into

the transductive transfer learning category.

Bregman divergence was adopted in [42] to minimize the dis-

tribution divergence in the subspace by seeking a common sub-

space. This work has been applied to the cross-domain age es-

timation [43] and improved the accuracy on one data set by the

knowledge transferred from the other data set. Sometimes, how-

ever, transfer learning may fail due to the large discrepancy be-

tween the source and target data sets [32], such as children and

old parents images. We therefore consider introducing an in-

termediate data set as a link to abridge the divergence between

the source and target domains. These intermediate samples, i.e.,

face images of young parents, are close to both children and old

parents, and appropriately designed for our formulation.

Understanding human characteristics in images by contex-

tual information has been extensively investigated in [19]–[24],

[44], and [45] to further assist image understanding. In [19],

the time stamp, location of image, reoccurrence, cooccurrence

among image collections and annotated individuals were lever-

aged to infer unknown people. This work highly relies on the

assumption that people in image collections may emerge more

than once, be tied to each other, and with high likelihood stand

in the same location with the same people. Relations between

people’s positions in images, and their genders/ages were re-

vealed in [20]. This can be explained by the fact that people’s

positions in photos indicate social settings in real-world. More-

over, these factors together, e.g., position, age, and gender, can

also help human identification in a family photo [21]. In ad-

dition, [22] and [23] addressed the problem that when there

are no labels or poor labels in training set, how to annotate

faces by text-image cooccurrence, which is naturally contained

in Web resources. It was argued in [24] that identities of people

are highly related to their clothing, and clothing segmentation

and face recognition are intertwined. Therefore, clothing fea-

tures can be used to strengthen discriminative feature extraction.

Face clustering technology has also been used in [44] to dis-

cover social relationships of subjects in personal photo collec-

tions. Cooccurrence of identified faces as well as interface dis-

tances (inferred from the in-image distance and typical human

face size) were used to calculate the link strength between any

two identified persons. Last but not least, Markov logic [45] was

utilized to formulate the rules of thumb as soft constraints, when

a group of photos are considered collectively with the purpose

of detecting relationships in consumer photo collections.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. UB KinFace Database

To the best of our knowledge, the “UB KinFace Ver1.0” [27]

is the first database containing images of both children and their

parents at different ages. All images in the database are real-

world collections of public figures (celebrities and politicians)

from the Web. We use a person’s name as the query for image

search. The database used in this paper, named “UB KinFace

Ver2.0” [28], is an extension of “UB KinFace Ver1.0” by con-

sidering more instances and ethnicity group impacts. A general

view of this database is summarized in Fig. 3. Similar to “La-

beled Faces in the Wild” [18], these unconstrained facial im-

ages show a large range of variations, including pose, lighting,

expression, age, gender, background, race, color saturation, and

image quality, etc.

The key difference between our database and that in [25] lies

in our inclusion of young parents. Basically, our database com-

prises 600 images of 400 people which can be separated into

200 groups. Each group is composed of child, young–parent and

old–parent images. The “UB KinFace Ver2.0” can be mainly di-

vided into two parts in terms of race, i.e., Asian and non-Asian,

each of which consists of 100 groups, 200 people and 300 im-

ages. Typically, there are four kin relations, i.e., “son–father,”

“son–mother,” “daughter–father,” and “daughter–mother,” as

shown in Fig. 3. In addition, Fig. 3 illustrates the statistics from

the perspective of race and kin relations. As we can see, male

celebrities of both Asian and non-Asian, either son or father, are

dominant in the UB KinFace database. When four possible kin

relations are considered in our problem, “fathers” reasonably

become the essential roles, with 46.5% and 38.5% over all

groups in “son–father” and “daughter–father” relations. This

phenomenon can be explained by the fact that there are statisti-

cally more notable males than females in current government,

entertainment and sports communities.

Contexts and semantics in family albums are other factors

that we can leverage to improve the accuracy. To this end, a

new database called FamilyFace is built, which, including 214

images, 507 persons in total, is collected from the popular so-

cial network websites, e.g., Facebook and Flickr. The example

images are shown in Fig. 4. In this database, there are kinship

and other relationships, e.g., friendship and colleague, in each

image, and they may coexist in the same image. In addition, not

only Asian but also western people are considered in the data-

base. Since we downloaded them from the Web and they are

not subject to any specific constraints, these images may reveal

real-world conditions for practical evaluations.

B. Feature Extraction

Two typical features that can distinguish true child–parent

pairs from the false ones are explored in this section. One is

based on appearance and extracted by Gabor [11] filters (eight

directions and five scales). Particularly, we first partition each

face into regions in five layers, as illustrated in Fig. 5. As we

can see, the entire face is the first layer. The second layer in-

cludes upper, lower, left, right and center parts of the face. The

forehead, eyes, nose, mouth, and cheek areas constitute the third

layer and their finer sub-regions form the fourth layer. A group

of sub-regions based on the four fiducial points finally form
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Fig. 3. KinFace database illustrations. Four groups of people and the corresponding four possible relationships: son–father, son–mother, daughter–father, and
daughter–mother. Children images are in the red ellipse; male parents images are in the blue ellipse; female parents images are in the green ellipse (in online
version).

Fig. 4. Sample images (top) from the FamilyFace database. The cropped faces
contained in these images are shown in the second row.

the fifth layer. Then we impose Gabor filters on each local re-

gion. Similar idea has been adopted in [46] to analyze facial

expressions through local features. Intuitively, kinship verifi-

cation is also a process on local regions. For instance, when

people are talking about kinship, they often compare regions on

faces between children and their parents and wonder whether

they share similar eyes, noses, or mouths. Another feature is

based on the anthropometric model [47] which essentially con-

siders structure information of faces. Based on the captured key

points, we obtain 6-D structure features of ratios of typical re-

gion distances, e.g., “eye–eye” distance versus “eye–nose” dis-

tance. Structured information is believed to inherit largely from

parents, and therefore might be promising for kinship verifi-

cation [25]. However, due to aging process [47], the old par-

ents face structures are deformed from the ones when they were

young. So, we use transfer subspace learning to mitigate this de-

grading factor.

Since images obtained from theWeb are under arbitrary envi-

ronment, we first take advantage of “total variation” to remove

lighting effects. Total variation, as first used in image denoising,

has been successfully applied to illumination free face recogni-

tion [48]. After removing the lighting effect, we partition faces

according to key points, i.e., the locations of left eye, right eye,

nose tip, and the center of the mouth, into regions with different

widths and heights, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Face partitions in different layers and face image illumination normal-
ization. For simplicity, only four layers are illustrated instead of five. Red dots
on faces in Layer1 illustrate four key points mentioned in this paper (in online
version).

To fully utilize all the features in different regions, we

propose a new feature extraction strategy based on cumulative

match characteristic (CMC) [49]. We add features in several

rounds and at each round we select the feature in one region

that can maximize the difference of recognition performance

of child–old parent between current round and last round. This

process can be formulated as

(1)

where means the sum of recognition rates from

rank 1 to , and C and O denote child and old–parent groups,
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TABLE I
SELECTED REGIONS IN DIFFERENT LAYERS

respectively. Intuitively, this strategy intends to choose the

feature that best discriminates true child–parent pairs from

false ones. In addition, to accelerate the feature selection

process, we choose candidate features in the current layer until

no more can be added to enhance the performance. Then we

will repeat this process in the next layer and perform iteratively.

The final selected regions are listed in Table I. All these features

are ultimately concatenated to form a long feature vector. Note,

in this paper, the samples we consider for verification are the

absolute difference between two subjects rather than the single

image or the corresponding feature. Specifically, the sample of

child–old parent pair and child–young parent pair can

be written as and , where

, , and are features of old–parent, young–parent, and

child, respectively.

C. Transfer Subspace Learning

In our framework, we attempt to find a subspace where distri-

bution similarity of two different data sets, i.e., child–old parent

and child–young parent pairs, is maximized while in the sub-

space they still can be well separated in terms of kinship veri-

fication. Essentially, our approach is different from [42] in that

ours takes advantage of the intermediate set (young parents) and

prevents the failure of transfer. Moreover, instead of directly

modeling three distributions similar to [27], we use two distri-

butions by pairwise differences of three data sets, which leads

to a simple but efficient model.

In terms of transfer learning [32], method in [27] con-

siders children, young parents and old parents as the source,

intermediate and target domain, respectively. However, the

differences of features between children and parents are more

discriminative when we conduct two-class classification. So in

this paper, we impose transfer learning on child–old parent and

child–young parent pairs and therefore they become the source

and target domain of the new problem. Our objective can

be formulated as, finding an appropriate subspace where the

low-dimensional representation of child–young parent feature

difference and that of child–old parent are still discriminative

and share the same distribution. Fig. 6 illustrates the idea of

transfer subspace learning proposed in this paper which can be

mathematically formulated as

(2)

where is a general subspace learning objective func-

tion, such as PCA [4], LDA [6], LPP [7], NPE [8], MFA [9],

and DLA [10], and and represent the distribution of

the source and target samples respectively. is the

Bregman divergence-based regularization that measures the dis-

tance between two different distributions in the projected sub-

Fig. 6. Transfer subspace learning for kinship verification. D1, D2, and D3
represent target domain, source domain, and learned subspace. The source
and target domains have different distributions before they are projected to
the learned subspace. With transfer learning, features from both source and
target domains now share a common distribution. Note the first and second
image pairs in D1, D2, and D3 represent true and false child–parent pairs,
respectively.

space . is the weight for the regularization. This optimiza-

tion problem can be solved iteratively by the gradient descent

method as follows:

(3)

where is the learning rate, is the low-dimen-

sional representation of the sample, and and are the numbers

of samples in the distribution of and . Particularly, the

second term with the gradient in (3) can be obtained based on a

discriminant subspace learning method, e.g., discriminative lo-

cality alignment (DLA) [10]

(4)

where encapsulates the local geometry and the discriminative

information and is the matrix of input samples of all the

training images. Moreover, estimations of and of (2)

in the projected subspace can be achieved by kernel density

estimation (KDE) [42]. Therefore, projection matrix can

be updated iteratively until it is optimized. By introducing

the intermediate set (young parents) and shrinking the dis-

crepancy between feature difference of child–young and that

of child–old parent, finally, the child–old parent verification

problem becomes more tractable. The experimental results in

Section IV will demonstrate that the verification accuracy with

the intermediate data set is better than that with direct matching

from children to old parents.

D. Kinship Recognition With Context

In this section, we consider the task of kinship verification

in a photo as a joint tagging problem [1] to further improve
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the accuracy. In the real-world people-centric images, relation-

ships are not independent anymore. For example, kin relation-

ships often accompany couple relationships in the same image.

In addition, labels such as age and gender of two people are also

helpful in determining their relations. For example, people with

age gap around 20 years have high probability to be child–parent

pairs. Different from [1] that considers labels of each node and

relations between labels simultaneously, we instead first pre-

dict labels of each individual and then seek possible relations.

In this way, complex constrains in one step now are decom-

posed into two separate steps, which improve computational

efficiency. For simplicity, we will assume that the image has

already been parsed into a discrete set of face regions via an ex-

isting face detection algorithm. We further assume that each of

the detected faces is associated with a discrete set of allowable

labels, i.e., gender and age. Our goal is to infer a joint tagging

matrix from the entire feature space and the single

label vector for each person . This joint

tagging progress can be expressed as

(5)

where is the total score over all individuals of this

joint annotation work. Suppose there are three relations we will

consider, i.e., kinship, couple, and others. So the joint annotation

function can be written as

(6)

where is an element in the relation matrix and it could

be equal to 1, 2, or 3, which are corresponding to kin, couple,

and other relationships. is the prior for each of three rela-

tions and can be readily computed by the training data. For each

relation , we will use the following linear re-

gression model to formulate:

(7)

where is the weight vector for the feature vector . For

different relations, there should be three different weight vectors

, and . The 4-D feature vector

comprises four parts, i.e., gender relation, age difference, rela-

tive distance, and kinship score, by which contextual informa-

tion embedded in individuals and can be utilized. Details

of each dimension are defined as follows.

� Gender relation: Gender is highly related to the couple

relationship. People with different gender in the same age

group have higher probability of being couple. If individ-

uals and are with the same gender, then ; oth-

erwise 0.

� Age difference: Age difference also affects the relation-

ship between two people. Generally, parents and children

should have an age gap from 20 to 30 with high probabili-

ties. Therefore, we use age difference between individuals

and as .

� Relative distance: Distance between two people measures

the intimacy. We use the center of two eyes as the location

of an individual and calculate the Euclidean distance be-

tween two individuals. It is normalized by the average over

all pairwise distances of all individuals.

� Kinship score: Kinship score can be calculated by the pro-

posed transfer subspace learning. For K-NN method, we

will count the positive and negative samples and calculate

their ratio over neighbors. The percentage of positive

samples will be the score for .

The solution of (5) is not trivial. We can traverse all the possible

relationship combinations and achieve the largest score, since

in our experiment, the number of people in one image will not

prohibitively large.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Before following experiments, we conduct face and fiducial

points detection on all images in the UB KinFace and Fami-

lyFace database to obtain cropped face images with the fixed

size of 127 100. Then we register faces according to corre-

sponding points detected by the last step using an affine trans-

form. Several image preprocessing techniques, e.g., histogram

equalization, are implemented to mitigate image quality fac-

tors. After that, discriminative features are extracted based on

the method proposed in Section III. A series of experiments

are specifically designed to verify the proposed assumption, the

transfer subspace learning method and the context based ver-

ification. We also compare the performance by human judges

with that of the method proposed in this paper to present a sys-

tematic evaluation. Since most young parent images are cap-

tured with outdated equipment, the black and white images are

common in this category. Therefore, for fair comparisons with

other approaches that do not involve young–parent images, we

run all the experiments on gray-scale images. The designed ex-

periments in this section were carried out on an Intel Core 2 Duo

CPU E7300 2.66 GHz and 3 GB memory, and all algorithms

were implemented by Matlab 7.0.

A. Experiments on UB KinFace Database

1) Kinship Classification: First, a kinship classification ex-

periment is performed. Here in terms of biometrics, classifica-

tion means finding a proper identity for the query. Specifically,

in this section, our aim is that given a child’s facial image, we

will seek and return his/her parent’s image, either young or old.

In this process, children images are used as queries while young

parents and old parents images are used as gallery. Euclidean

distance metric and nearest-neighbor classifier are adopted for

this task and results are shown in Fig. 7(a), from which we can

see that young parents are more similar to their children than

old parents based on the local Gabor features proposed in this

paper.

2) Kinship Verification: We conduct kinship verification to

further prove our hypothesis: given two images of faces, de-

termine if they are the true child–parent pair. In these exper-

iments, rather than direct comparisons between children and

their parents, feature discrepancy that measures the difference

between the child and the parent is used. For the purpose of

training and testing, we use 200 true child–old parent pairs and

200 false child–old parent pairs. Both anthropometric model

and proposed method are evaluated. In order to classify the

image pairs into the true and false child–parent pairs, we use
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Fig. 7. Left: Cumulative match characteristic (CMC) for kinship classification. “Rank” indicates the size (number) of candidate list for comparison. Middle:
Pairwise and transfer subspace learning over different subspace dimensions on kinship verification by leave-one-out strategy. “Pairwise” represents the direct
matching with PCA and “Baseline 1” and “Baseline 2” the human performances mentioned in Section V. Right: Kinship verification by PCA, LPP, DLA and the
proposed transfer subspace learning (TSL) method over different subspace dimensions in the FamilyFace database.

TABLE II
VERIFICATION RESULTS BY FIVE-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION.
“C VERSUS. Y” AND “C VERSUS. O” MEAN CHILD–YOUNG

PARENT AND CHILD–OLD PARENT VERIFICATION, RESPECTIVELY.
“RAW” AND “STRUCTURE” INDICATE THE RAW IMAGE
FEATURE AND STRUCTURE FEATURE, RESPECTIVELY

Euclidean distance and KNN classifier with five-fold cross val-

idation where 40 positive sample pairs and 40 negative sample

pairs are used as test set at each round. Particularly, the positive

samples are the true pairs containing children and parents and

negative ones are children with randomly selected parents who

are not their true parents. Results are shown in Table II.

Raw images and structure features based experimental results

with five-fold cross validation in Table II still support our hy-

pothesis. The kinship verification rate based on young parents

is about three percent higher than that of based on old parents.

Considering the poor quality of Internet-collected “wild” im-

ages of young parents (It is impractical to acquire high quality

images since the digital camera was not popular back to that

time), the improvements are significant enough to validate our

hypothesis.

3) Kinship Verification With Transfer Learning: In the

training phase of the transfer subspace learning based veri-

fication, the inputs are 320 2 samples (for five-fold cross

validation). Half of inputs (320 samples) are child–old parent

pairs while the rest of them are child–young parent pairs. As

DLA [10] is a supervised method, both 320 child–old parent

pairs and child–young parent pairs consist of 160 true kinship

pairs and 160 false ones. For the first part of (3), we initialize

with the one generated only by the source, namely, the true

and false child–young parent pairs. As to the second term in

(3), we calculate distributions of source (child–young parent

pairs, including both true and false ones) and target (child–old

parent pairs, including both true and false ones) by KDE [42].

In the test phase, we use 80 child–old parent (40 positive and 40

negative for five-fold cross validation) samples for verification

experiment. All image pairs, either training or testing, are pro-

jected into the optimal subspace before KNN classification with

TABLE III
VERIFICATION COMPARISONS BETWEEN PAIRWISE AND THE

PROPOSED TRANSFER SUBSPACE LEARNING (TSL)
METHODS WITH DIFFERENT FEATURES

Euclidean distance. Additionally, we compare the performance

of the proposed feature extraction method with anthropometric

model. The configuration is the same as the experiments above

except including young parent samples. Fig. 7(b) shows the

results of pairwise and transfer subspace learning produced

by leave-one-out strategy over different subspace dimensions.

The average training time for pairwise and transfer subspace

learning is 2.84 and 154 seconds respectively given that the

subspace dimension is 25. The average time for verification

is 4.49 milliseconds. Table III lists several results of kinship

verification by different methods and features by five-fold cross

validation.

4) Kinship Verification by Human: Few works have been

done to evaluate human performance on child–parent kinship

verification though individual identification and sibling rela-

tionship verifications have been reported in [15] and [30]. To

extensively evaluate our method and probe the feasible learning

strategy by which human being perceive kin relationship, we

proceed with two groups of human tests on kinship verification.

The first group has 40 training samples (20 true child–old

parent pairs as well as 20 false child–old parent pairs) and 40

test samples (20 true child–old parent pairs as well as 20 false

child–old parent pairs, not overlapped with the training ones).

In the second group, however, 20 extra corresponding true

child–young parent pairs are added as supplement of training

samples and all other sets are identical with the former ones.

The two experiments mentioned above aim at simulating

the process of pairwise and transfer subspace learning based

verification. Twenty people participate in these experiments

and average performances are 53.17% and 56.00% for the

first and second experiment which are illustrated in Fig. 7(b)

as two baselines. Compared with the best performance of

pairwise and transfer subspace learning based verification,

humans perform better than most of them with the exception
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Fig. 8. Kinship verification on four kinds of kinship relations (Left) and two kinds of races (Middle) based on the FamilyFace database. ROC curve of pairwise
and context based kinship verification (Right). Here we use random guess as the baseline. “TSL” is the proposed transfer subspace learning method and labels like
“Age” and “Position” are added one by one. Note “ ” uses ground truth labels while “Age” uses predicted labels via method in [20]. Specifically, we do not
add gender into this experiment in that it is weakly relevant to the direct kinship inference.

of the proposed method, as Fig. 7(b) illustrated. In fact, even

without training samples, humans can perform well due to their

sufficient knowledge. This is mostly accumulated when people

grow up and helps people perform recognition. Therefore,

human being are not as sensitive as machines against new

training samples. Given more training data, e.g., child–young

parent pairs, however, machines can learn and acquire more

discriminative information.

B. Experiments on FamilyFace Database

There are two purposes for the experiments of this section.

One is to investigate the impact of gender and race on kinship,

and the other is to evaluate the role of contexts and semantics

in family albums. For the first purpose, we use the UB KinFace

Ver2.0, FamilyFace and images downloaded from the Web as

the training and testing data. The entire UB KinFace is used for

training while 296 true and 296 false child–parent pairs from

the FamilyFace and theWeb are used for testing. Given a family

photo, we first detect faces and extract features. Then the differ-

ence of each pair of face features is projected into the subspace

learned from the training set followed by KNN classification.

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 7(c). To further explore

the impact of the four typical kin relationships on verification

accuracy, we select 120 (60 positive and 60 negative) samples

with the same kin relationship and repeat this for the four rela-

tionships. As can be seen from Fig. 8(a), verification rates on

“daughter–father” and “son–mother” are higher than those on

“daughter–mother” and “son–father”. It suggests that gender af-

fects the determination of kinship to some extent. In addition,

race is taken into consideration since the appearance diverges

over different races. Fig. 8(b) illustrates the verification results

on two race groups, i.e., Asian and non-Asian.

In paralleled with machine based experiments on the Family-

Face database, we conduct another one accomplished by human

judges. In these experiments, 20 participants determine the au-

thenticity of kin relationships of 32 pairs which are randomly

selected from FamilyFace database. Therefore, there are 8 pairs

for each relation and half of them are positive samples. The ex-

perimental results show that the average accuracy by human on

“daughter–father” relationship is 58.75%, “daughter–mother”

56.25%, “son–father” 55.00%, and “son–mother” 57.50%, re-

spectively. We also separate the data set into Asian and non-

TABLE IV
“PROPOSED METHOD” MEANS METHOD BASED ON (6), “LINEAR MODEL”

MEANS CONTEXT BASEDMETHOD ONLY CONSIDERING “KINSHIP” AND “TSL”
MEANS THE TRANSFER SUBSPACE LEARNING METHOD ONLY

Asian subsets and evaluate the human performance on kinship

verification. The results are 49.41% and 60.59%, respectively.

It is interesting to notice that the verification accuracy for non-

Asian is higher than that of Asian. This could be explained

by the fact that most non-Asians have more distinctive facial

features.

Contextual information based experiments use both Family-

Face database (119 images) and images downloaded from the

Web (100 images), e.g., Facebook, which contain friend and col-

league relationships as well. Experiment in this part is divided

into two steps. The first step only uses the regression model in

(7) and only kinship is considered which aims at evaluating the

effectiveness of “gender relation,” “age difference,” “relative

distance,” and “kinship score.” The gender and age estimation

methods are from [20]. Ten-fold cross validation is used and re-

sults are shown in Fig. 8(c). As we can see, the more contextual

information (age, position) is added, the higher ROC score is ob-

tained. Moreover, we show the impact of unreliable estimation

in Fig. 8(c). Since we use the method in [20] to estimate age,

estimation error is inevitable. In Fig. 8(c), the green dot dash

line and green solid line represent the performance of kinship

verification with ground truth age label and estimated value, re-

spectively. The divergence between these two lines in Fig. 8(c)

shows the aforementioned impact of unreliable age estimation.

The second step of the experiment is to incorporate the couple

and other relations to restrict the relation function in (7), there-

fore leading to an even better result. We use approximately half

of the images for training and the other half for testing. Then

with (6), we obtain the results shown in Table IV. The average

time for relationship recognition is 24.8 seconds. Note that sub-

space dimensions for “TSL” method is fixed at 25 in Fig. 8 and

Table IV.
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C. Discussion

From the experimental results above, it can be concluded

that the appearance similarity gap is so large that the task of

child–parent classification is very challenging. Nevertheless,

for child–parent verification, the proposed approach based on

transfer subspace learning outperforms pairwise kinship verifi-

cation, validating that our approach of narrowing the similarity

gap between the child and his/her parent in terms of appearance

is effective. In addition, we find that the proposed local feature

selection strategy is more discriminative than anthropometric

models due to a lack of discriminative information in the latter

(six dimensions). This is consistent with the intuition that

people tend to recognize the kin relationship by comparing

facial features, such as eyes, nose, and mouth.

Compared with the result in [25], some factors prevent a

better experimental result. First, variations in pose, lighting and

aging of faces in our data set are more significant. Second, color

information is not taken advantage of in our experiment due

to the poor quality of young parents images. As a matter of

fact, family members always have similar hair, eyes and skin

colors. In addition, the volume and structure of two databases

are different. The dataset used in [25] has 150 groups of 300

images while ours has 200 groups of 600 images and considers

different race distributions as well. Finally, though a direct com-

parison with [25] is not practical, we have already proved that

transfer subspace learning based method is better than mere

pairwise verification which is utilized by [25] in the discrimi-

nant phase.

Moreover, contextual information is useful and results are

significantly improved due to more available semantic con-

straints. However, we should point out that both gender and

age estimations are imperfect in practice. Improvements of

their solutions will certainly benefit kinship verification, as

illustrated in Fig. 8(c). Furthermore, in this paper, the family

album does not contain too many people and relationships we

consider are only kinship, couple and others. When there are

more people in images, more complex relationships should

be considered, e.g., siblings, inferior/superior relationships. In

addition, some differences exist between our testing results and

those in [25], for instance, impacts of gender and race. This is

due to the limited capacity and different bias in each database.

In any cases, it proves that both gender and race should be

carefully considered for kinship verification.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the problem of kinship verifica-

tion through face images as well as the impact of contexts and

semantics. First, the UB KinFace Ver2.0 was collected from the

Web. Second, we propose a transfer subspace learning method

using young parents as an intermediate set whose distribution

is close to both the source and target sets. Through this learning

process, the large similarity gap between distributions is re-

duced and child–old parent verification problem becomes more

tractable. Third, we combine the proposed transfer learning

approach with contextual information in family albums to

further improve verification accuracy. Experimental results

demonstrate our hypothesis on the role of young parents is

valid and transfer learning can take advantage of it to enhance

the verification accuracy. In addition, we prove that contextual

information can reasonably improve the kinship verification

accuracy via tests on the FamilyFace database.
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